Recent Books
The Vegetarian Life
Elizabeth Ferber
232 pages
Vegetarianism may be the wave of
the future—but it doesn’t mean being a veggie is always easy today. If
you’ve chosen the vegetarian life—
or if you’re thinking about it—you
need answers on everything from
nutrition questions to how to deal
with your still-carnivorous friends and family. With
dozens of simple recipes for meatless dishes, The
Vegetarian Life is the perfect introduction for the new
vegetarian—featuring helpful, practical information.
Food for the Gods
Rynn Berry
374 pages
Taste the mouth-watering recipes of vegetarian master chef
Brother Ron Pickarski. Savor the
cuisine of the first woman to gain
access to the sacred temple kitchens of southern India. Learn the
culinary secrets of the Taoist vegetarian tradition. Discover the
world’s great religions with your mind and your palate. Food for the Gods is food for the mind and a
feast for the senses.
The Lowfat Jewish Vegetarian
Cookbook
Debra Wasserman
224 pages
Jewish people throughout the
world traditionally have eaten
healthy vegetarian meals. Enjoy
these delicious recipes and share
them with your family and friends.
Secrets of a Jewish Baker
George Greenstein
368 pages
In Secrets of a Jewish Baker,
Greenstein reveals the unwritten tips that were passed down
in his family throughout three
generations of bakers. Whether
novice or expert, any home chef

can master bread-baking with this book as a guide.
“This is the first book that writes with firsthand authority about the making of challah, authentic Jewish sour rye, and the still rarer Polish
‘corn’ bread, a superb rustic rye loaf that contains
no corn at all” (John Thorne, Cookbook).
On Tour
Linda McCartney
191 pages
As a passionate vegetarian,
Linda’s love of animals and desire to see a nonmeat-eating
world led her to write her first
cookbook, Home Cooking,
which became the definitive
guide to making meat-free
meals. Following its success,
she created a line of ready-made meals which is
now the number-one favorite with families in Britain. Her second cookbook, Linda’s Kitchen, secured
her reputation as one of the world’s leading vegetarian cooks, and this international recipe collection, On Tour, brings an exciting new dimension
to meat-free cuisine.
Diet for Transcendence
Steven Rosen
136 pages
“Drawing from a wealth of original religious documents and texts,
author Steven Rosen takes us on a
fascinating journey back in time to
explore the essential and often misunderstood roots of the world’s
major religious traditions, to discover how vegetarianism was a cherished part of their philosophy and
practice” (Nathaniel Altman, Eating for Life).
Nutrition and Wellness
Winston J. Craig
351 pages
From vitamins and minerals to
food and water safety, author
Winston Craig provides the reader
with important information on
how every human being can be
happy and enjoy a full measure of
good health.
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